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• Fishery throughout Mid-Atlantic and to 
Georges Bank (~ US $30M/year)

• Growth rates affected by temperature → 
faster in northern areas

• Stock has shifted north in response to warming 
waters (Powell et al. 2020)

• Not overfished, overfishing not occurring

• Annual quota set at 3.5M bushels 
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The Atlantic surfclam (Spisula solidissima) industry

• Harvested using hydraulic dredge

• Four large vertically integrated companies: 

Nearly all vessels associated with a single processor 

• Variety of product types (fresh, frozen, canned)
• Clam strips - large seasonal demand

• Identified as among the most exposed to offshore wind 
energy development due to location of harvests, ports, 
and gear used
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• Agent-based model

• Spatially explicit

• Variety of interacting 
submodels (biology, 
fishery, management, 
processing)
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SEFES - Spatially Explicit Fisheries Economic Simulator 7/20

Decision rule: captain chooses where to fish 
such that this grid cell minimizes time at sea, 
based on expected catch rates informed by 
memory log & inbound travel time
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Processing plants
Landing ports 
Offshore wind energy leases
Potential future development
SEFES Model cells w/ restrictions

New York
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Ocean City, MD



• Changes in vessel behavior (trips, fishing 
locations, transit routes)

• Will depend on wind energy area restrictions and 
captain preferences

• Evaluate changes in landings (revenues) and fuel use, 
trip taking (costs)

• Changes in product landing locations and/or 
times

• Could affect product delivery to plants, processing, 
inventory 

• Evaluate potential changes in processor revenue, 
freight costs

Expected economic impacts of offshore wind

Processing plants
Landing ports 
Offshore wind energy leases
Potential future development
SEFES Model cells w/ restriction
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• Project industry advisory board includes representatives from 4 processing companies
• Provide data on vessels and processing facilities

• Facilitate conversations with captains

• Vessel and dealer/processor surfclam reports (CLOG-V and CLOG-D) from 2015 to 
2020 requested from NOAA-Fisheries
• CLOG-V: Vessel | Catch Date | Latitude | Longitude | Time at Sea| Time Fishing | Dealer | Bushels

• CLOG-D: Vessel | Purchase Date | Dealer | Bushels

• Data used to parameterize and validate simulation model
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• Stock biology → spatially variable rates of 
growth, recruitment, and mortality 

• Based on NMFS assessment data

• Vessels → home port, catch capacity, fuel use, 
dredge width, max trip length, proportion of 
annual trips for surfclams (vs. ocean quahogs)

• 33 boats simulated to represent existing fleet

• Data obtained from Industry and management 
advisors, captain interviews
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� Landings revenues for vessel i at time t :

 

 

Economic sub-models - FLEET

 

� Operational costs for vessel i at time t :

 

*SEFES output
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� Revenues for processing company c at time t :

 

Economic sub-models - PROCESSORS

 

� Transportation costs for processing company c at time t : 

 

Landing Port
Processing Plant

*SEFES output
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Compared key 
fishery metrics

Stock Assessment data NMFS SEFES

Simulated fisheries 🡪 Key fishery validation 
metrics from logbook data:

• Total annual catch 

• Landings per unit effort (LPUE; cages/hour) → 
primary productivity measure; location 
dependent

• Time at sea → critical due to spoilage / meat 
quality; constrains effort

• Full load frequency → often <100% due to 
weather and time constraints

• Spatial distribution of fishing effort
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Model runs

For each scenario of windfarms:
12 captains types, randomly assigned to 33 vessels

- regional search on 0%, 5%, 10% of trips
- memory weight of 20%, 90%, 98% or 99%

🡪 200 model runs 

0 100 200

 SEFES OUTPUTS by week 
AVERAGE

300250

= 17,160,000 weekly vessel-level observations
� aggregated to 330,000 annual vessel-level observations 
� aggregated to 10,000 annual fleet-level observations

years

+

1 model run:
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Results – Changes in fishing activity

 W00 W1T W1N W2T W2N
Average LPUE 1.51 cage/h 1.63 % 3.46 % -1.87 % -0.29 %
Average Time at Sea 41.63 h/trip 1.25 % 8.60 % 5.19 % 12.68 %
Average Time Fishing 25.12 h/trip -0.47 % -2.47 % 1.51 % -0.09 %*
Total Trips 1870.21 -3.96 % -7.42 % -11.61 % -14.57 %

*Non-significantly different from status quo according to Welch’s two-sample t-test 
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Avg time at sea      from +1.3% to +13%

Number of trips     from -4% to -15%



� Decrease in fishing activity leads to 
decrease in revenues ~-3 to -15%

Results – Economic impacts 17/20

�Effort displacement increases fuel 
costs ~0-10%



� Spatial shift in fishing effort (to 
southern, inshore waters)

� Impacts spatially heterogeneous 
across fleet

� Average transportation costs 
increased as more product was 
landed in New Bedford (MA) 
following greater changes in 
fishing activity for the southern 
fleet. 

Results – Economic impacts

W2N
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Revenues, New Jersey 
(southern)

Revenues, Massachusetts 
(northern)

-25%



• Fishing sector impacts depend on wind energy location, 
scale, and changes in vessel operation

• Southern surfclam fleet has greatest impacts 
• Other fisheries potentially more problematic in 

northern areas (scallop, ocean quahog)

• Impacts extended beyond fishing fleet to processing 
sector (other shore-based support industries)
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Thank you -
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Offshore wind energy lease and anticipated areas as Dec. 2023

New York

New Bedford, 
MA

Atlantic City, NJ
Ocean City, MD



• Use of survey = Captains may (or may not) use the annual survey to improve their knowledge of the location of 
the stock. In the current simulations, the captains can access a survey every third year (if they use the survey at 
all). 

• Memory = Captains have different weight put on old information as they fish. This controls how long they retain 
information from fishing or from the survey. The procedure is after a fishing trip, a captain updates his catch rate 
for the square that was just fished with F*old rate + (1 - F)* new rate. F ranges from 0.2 to 0.99. 

• Searching = Captains may fish adjacent to their main fishing location which allows them to gain information 
about the stock in nearby 10 min squares. A frequency is specified (typically 0.0 or 0.8) for searching or not. 
Captains may choose to search on any given fishing trip. Rather than going to a known location, the captain 
chooses a random square within 6 hr steaming of the port to go fishing. A frequency for searching is specified 
(typically 0.0 or 0.1). 

• Communication = Captains may communicate about fishing catch with each other at some frequency. The effect 
of this communication is for a captain to update the catch history based on the catch history of the other captain. 
A special communication table is specified so that boats from the same company communicate catch data 
frequently, while boats at the same port from different companies communicate less frequently and boats at 
different ports from different companies communicate least frequently. Some of the "communication" is spying 
of captains on each other. 

Several characteristics of captains are used in these simulations.



� Landings revenues for vessel i at time t were calculated as:

 

 

Economic Submodels - FLEET

 

� Costs for vessel i at time t were calculated as:
32 bushels into 1.7 m3 cage

$14.34/bu (2019 $, ex-vessel price)

 7% x 3 crew members + 9% for the captain 

$0.81/L in MA, otherwise $0.85/L

$150,000 every 2,5 yrs /vessel $5,000/trip for jumbo vessels, otherwise $3,000/trip

$10,000/yr (small), $20,000/yr (medium + large), $60,000/yr (jumbo)

$5,000/crew $10,000/yr 

$3/bu



* Shown as mean values and standard deviations (italics)

The Fleet



� Processor revenues for processor c at time t were calculated as:

 

Economic Submodels - PROCESSORS

 

� Transportation costs for company c at time t were calculated as: 

 

Landing Port
Processing Plant

15% Wholesale fixed price of $9.92/kg

$1.10/km for a 
truck with 14 cages

($0,08/km/cage)



Characteristics of the four main surfclam processing companies



Results



Stromp et al. 2023

Interactive Effects of Climate Change-Induced Range Shifts and Wind 
Energy Development


